Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Word embedding is a technique used in Natural Language Processing (NLP) to map a word to a numeric vector, in a way that semantic similarity between two words is reflected in geometric proximity in the embedding space. This allows NLP algorithms to keep in consideration some aspects of meaning, when processing words. Typically word embeddings are inferred by algorithms from large corpora based on statistical information. These are unsupervised algorithms, in the sense no explicit information about the meaning of words is given to the algorithm. Word embeddings are used as input to multiple downstream systems such as text classifiers \[[@CR19]\] or machine translations \[[@CR2]\].

An important problem in designing word embeddings is that of evaluating their quality, since a measure of quality can be used to compare the merits of different algorithms, different training sets, and different parameter settings. Importantly, it can also be used as an objective function to design new and more effective procedures to learn embeddings from data. Currently, most word embedding methods are trained based on statistical co-occurrence information and are then assessed based on criteria that are different than the training ones.

Cosine similarity and euclidean distances have shown the ability to represent semantic relationships between words such as in GloVe where the vector representations for the words man, woman, king and queen are such that \[[@CR13]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} king-queen\approx man-woman \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Schnabel et al. \[[@CR16]\] identifies two families of criteria: intrinsic and extrinsic, the first family assessing properties that a good embedding should have (eg: analogy, similarity, etc.), the second assessing their contribution as part of a software pipeline (eg. in machine translation).

We propose a criterion of quality for word embeddings, and then we present a statistical methodology to compare different embeddings. The criterion would fall under the intrinsic class of methods in the classification of Schnabel et al. \[[@CR16]\], and has similarities with both their coherence criterion and with their categorization and relatedness criteria. However it makes use of the notion of "concept learnability" based on statistical learning ideas. We make use of extensional definitions of concepts, as they have been defined by \[[@CR1]\]. Intuitively, a concept is a subset of the universe, and it is learnable if it is possible for an algorithm to recognise further members after learning a random subset of its members.

The key part in this study is that of a "concept". If the set of all words in a corpus is called a vocabulary (which can be seen as the universe), we define any subset of the vocabulary as a concept. We call a concept learnable if it is possible for a learning algorithm to be trained on a random subset of its words, and then recognise the remaining words. We argue that concept learnability captures the essence of semantic structure, and if the list of words has been carefully selected, vetted and validated by rigorous studies, it can provide an objective way to measure the quality of the embedding.

In the first experiment we will measure the learnability of Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lists. We compare LIWC lists to randomly generated word lists for popular pretrained word embeddings of three different algorithms (GloVe \[[@CR13]\], word2vec \[[@CR10]\], and fastText \[[@CR9]\]). We show that LIWC concepts are represented in all embeddings through statistical testing.

In our second experiment we compare the learnability of different types of embedding algorithms and settings, using a linear classifier. We compare three of these embedding methods (GloVe \[[@CR13]\], word2vec \[[@CR10]\], and fastText \[[@CR9]\]) to each other. We use the same method as previous, however for this experiment we train with the same hyper parameters and corpus across all three word embeddings \[[@CR20]\]. We show that from this experiment fastText performs the best, performing significantly better than both word2vec and GloVe.

This study is a statistical analysis of how a given word embedding affects the learnability of a set of concepts, and therefore how well it captures their meaning. We report on the statistical significance of how learnable various concepts are under different types of embedding, demonstrating a protocol for the comparison of different settings, data sets, algorithms. At the same time this also provides a method to measure the semantic consistency of a given set of words, such as those routinely used in Social Psychology, eg. in the LIWC technique.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Word embedding algorithms can be generated taking advantage of the statistical co-occurrence of words, assuming that words that appear together often have a semantic relationship. Three such algorithms that take advantage of this assumption are fastText \[[@CR9]\], word2vec \[[@CR8]\], and GloVe \[[@CR13]\].

There has been a lot of work focused on providing evaluation and understanding for word embeddings. Schnabel et al. have looked at two schools of evaluation; intrinsic and extrinsic \[[@CR16]\]. Extrinsic evaluations alone are unable to define the general quality of a word embedding. The work also shows the impact of word frequency on results, particularly with the cosine similarity measure that is commonly used. Intrinsic methods have also had criticisms, with Faruqui et al. calling word similarity and word analogy tasks unsustainable and showing issues with the method \[[@CR5]\].

Nematzadeh et al. showed that GloVe and word2vec have similar constraints when compared to earlier work on geometric models \[[@CR11]\]. For example, a human defined triangle inequality such as "asteroid" being similar to "belt" and "belt" being similar to "buckle" are not well represented within these geometric models.

Schwarzenberg et al. have defined "Neural Vector Conceptualization" as a method to interpret what samples from a word vector space belong to a certain concept \[[@CR17]\]. The method was able to better identify meaningful concepts related to words using non linear relations (when compared to cosine similarity). This method uses a multi class classifier with the Microsoft Concept Graph as a knowledge base providing the labels for training.

Sommerauer and Fokkens have looked at understanding the semantic information that has been captured by word embedding vectors \[[@CR18]\] using concepts provided by \[[@CR3]\] and training binary classifiers for these concepts. Their proposed method shows that using a pretrained word2vec model some properties of words are represented within the embeddings, while others are not. For example, functions of a word and how they interact are represented (e.g. having wheels and being dangerous), however appearance (e.g. size and colour) are not as well represented.

Methods and Resources {#Sec3}
=====================

Embeddings {#Sec4}
----------
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$ we can extract a set of words to be a vocabulary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {V}$$\end{document}$. Each document in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$ is a string of words (in which the ordering of words within the document is used as part of the embedding algorithm). With a vocabulary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {\Phi }: \mathbf {V} \rightarrow \mathbb {R} ^{d}$$\end{document}$, which is mapping every word in the vocabulary to a *d* dimensional vector. Word vectors from a word embedding are commonly formalised as *w*.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {\Phi }$$\end{document}$, we will now define the action of going from words in a vocabulary to an embedded space as: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {\Phi }(word_j \in V) = w_j \in \mathbb {R}^d$$\end{document}$. A word vector for a given word will now be defined as *w*. Word vectors are generally normalised to unit length for measurement in word analogy or word similarity tasks:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \hat{w} = \frac{w}{||w||} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Concepts {#Sec5}
--------

In this paper we make use of the notion of a 'concept' defined as any subset of the vocabulary, that is a set of words. Sometimes we will use the expression "list of words", for consistency with the literature in social psychology, but we will never make use of the order in that list, so that we effectively use "list" as another expression for "set", in this article. We define this as a set of words $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L} \subseteq \mathbf {V}$$\end{document}$ (or for an embedding a set of points in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varPhi (\mathbf {L}) \subseteq \varPhi (\mathbf {V})$$\end{document}$).

We use the word vectors from a word list to define this concept in an embedding. In general, a concept is defined as any subset of a set (or a "universe"). We would normally define a concept as an unordered list of words that have been created, validated, and understood by humans that should be learnable by machines. However for the purpose of this paper a concept can be defined as any subset of words from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {V}$$\end{document}$. This use is consistent with the Extensional Definition of a concept used in logic, and the same definition of concept as used in the probably approximately correct model of machine learning \[[@CR1]\].

Linear Classification {#Sec6}
---------------------

A classifier is a function that maps elements of an input space (a universe, in our case a vocabulary) to a classification space. A binary linear classifier is a function that classifies vectors of a vector space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} f : \mathbf {R}^d \rightarrow \{0,1\}, f(x) = \sigma (\langle x , w \rangle + b) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$We will learn linear classifiers from data, using the Perceptron Algorithm on a set of labeled data, which is a set of vectors labeled as belonging to class 1 or class 0. As we will learn concepts formed by words, and linear classifiers only operate on vectors, we will apply them to the vector space generated by the word embedding, as follows.

A linear classifier is a simple supervised machine learning model used to classify membership of an input. We will use a single layer perceptron with embeddings as input to see if it is possible for a perceptron to predict half of a word list, while being trained on its other half.
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                \begin{document}$$\varPhi (\mathbf {L}) \subseteq \varPhi (\mathbf {V}) \subseteq \mathbb {R}^d$$\end{document}$ we will define the words from this list as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L}^c = \mathbf {V} \setminus \mathbf {L}$$\end{document}$. We will use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L}$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L}^c$$\end{document}$ to define a train set and test set for our perceptron. We will first uniformly sample half of the words of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L}$$\end{document}$, we will then sample in equal amount from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L^c}$$\end{document}$. We will then append these two word lists to make $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{train}}$$\end{document}$. To produce a test set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{test}}$$\end{document}$ we will take the remaining words that haven't been sampled from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L}$$\end{document}$, and sample the same number of words again from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A member of the training set can be defined as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$l_i\in \varPhi (\mathbf {L_{train}})$$\end{document}$. We define our prediction function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ is the sigmoid function. We will then train the perceptron using the cross entropy loss function:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_i$$\end{document}$ is the correct class of the training sample.Table 1.Sample words from the LIWC word lists used in experimentsFull nameSample wordsList namePositive emotionshappy, pretty, goodposemoNegative emotionshate, worthless, enemynegemoAnger processeshate, kill, pissedangerBiological processeseat, blood, painbioRelativityarea, bend, exitrelativeAffective processeshappy, ugly, bitteraffectSocial processestalk, us, friendsocialWork concernswork, class, bossworkFamily concernsmom, brother, cousinfamilyHealth concernsweak, heal, blindhealth

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count {#Sec7}
---------------------------------

This study uses lists of words generated by the LIWC project \[[@CR12]\], a long-running effort in social psychology to handcraft, vet and validate lists of words of clinical value to psychologists. They typically aim at capturing concerns, interests, emotions, topics, of psychological significance. LIWC lists are well suited to an experiment of this kind as the words within them are common and relevant to any cross-domain corpus.

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows samples of the ten word lists used in this study as well their full names, and what they will be described as when used in the context of this study. Most word lists used have hundreds of words in them. Family is the smallest word list with a total of 54 words being used. These word samples will used to extensionally define word lists as concepts within the embedding.

Measuring Performance of Linear Classifiers {#Sec8}
===========================================

We will measure the performance of a linear classifier by using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, a quantity defined as the performance of a binary classifier as its prediction threshold is changed between the lowest probable prediction and its highest probable prediction. This curve plots the True Positive Rate (also known as the Recall) and the False Positive Rate (also known as the fall-out) at each classification threshold possible. We also show the accuracy of the classifier, and the precision.

Our first experiment will look at the three word embedding algorithms of GloVe, word2vec, and fastText with regards to how they perform using pre-trained word embeddings readily available online. Our second experiment will compare all three algorithms performance under identical conditions, with the same training corpus and hyper parameters.

We will take the input as the embedding representations for words, and the output being a binary classification if the word belongs to that LIWC word set ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We repeat this method 1,000 times, and for each iteration of this test we generate new word lists $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{test}}$$\end{document}$ each time. This method of a linear classifier has been defined in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} and Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}. This experiment is performed for the 10 LIWC word lists listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. We take their average across all 1,000 iterations of the experiment we performed.

Learning Concepts from GloVe, Word2vec, and FastText {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------

In this section we will look at the ability of three different word embedding algorithms to capture information in word lists that reflect real world concepts.

To ensure that these metrics are statistically significant, we have created a null-hypothesis of making random concepts based on random word lists ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{random(max)}}$$\end{document}$). Of 1000 tests, we hypothesise no concept defined by a random word list outperforms any of the word lists we test on.Table 2.Average Performance of a Linear Classifiers using LIWC word lists on GloVe word embeddings to identify members of its own set. Random lists are also tested to obtain a p-value and compare performances. These embeddings perform better than random word lists resulting in a p-value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**GloVe.** We will set GloVe to be our embedding algorithm ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$ being a collection of Wikipedia and Gigaword 5 news articles. These embeddings are pretrained and available online on the GloVe web-page \[[@CR6]\]. These word embeddings are open for anyone to use, and can be used to repeat these experiments.
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                \begin{document}$$<0.001$$\end{document}$ for each word list.Table 3.Average Performance of Linear Classifiers using LIWC word lists on word2vec embeddings to identify members of its own set. Random lists are also tested to obtain a p-value and compare performances. These embeddings perform better than all random word lists resulting in a p-value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**word2vec.** We will use word2vec as our embedding algorithm ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$ being a dump of Wikipedia from April 2018 \[[@CR22]\] using the conventional skip-gram model. These embeddings are available online on the Wikipedia2Vec web-page \[[@CR22]\]. These word embeddings are open for anyone to use, and can be used to repeat these experiments.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the performance and statistics of ten different word lists from LIWC while using the word2vec embedding algorithm. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{random(max)}}$$\end{document}$ again show the average and best performances of random word lists.

An accuracy of approximately 0.9 shows a high general performance, although it performs slightly worse than GloVe's pre-trained embeddings. This shows that the word2vec embedding algorithm $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$ yields word vectors that represent the real world meaning of words. The AUC is extracted from the scores of the sigmoid within the classifier. Overall word2vec performs slightly worse than GloVe embeddings in most metrics. However while the source corpora is very similar, GloVe has additional sources of information. The p-values for these word lists in comparison to random word lists is again $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${<}0.001$$\end{document}$ showing that these word lists that have a real world representation are represented accurately within the embedding.Table 4.Average Performance of Linear Classifiers using LIWC word lists on fastText embeddings to identify members of its own set. Random lists are also tested to obtain a p-value and compare performances. These embeddings perform better than random word lists resulting in a p-value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**fastText.** The third and final word embedding algorithm ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {\Phi }$$\end{document}$) we will test is fastText \[[@CR7]\]. The corpus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$ is a collection of Wikipedia, "UMBC WebBase corpus" and statmt.org news \[[@CR9]\]. These embeddings are also pretrained word embeddings that are available from the fastText website.

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} shows the performance statistics of the fastText word embeddings using our proposed method to evaluate word embeddings. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{random(max)}}$$\end{document}$ show the random performance, while the other lists are LIWC word lists and their respective performances.

A precision of 1 in the best performing random word lists are insignificant as the recall is shown to be poor, due to predicting most samples to be negative. The p-val of all of the word lists defined by LIWC is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${<}0.001$$\end{document}$ as after one thousand iterations no random list outperformed any of LIWC lists. This again means that these word lists represent a real world concept, and that the embeddings are able to capture this information of this concept by using members of the set within the embedding to define it.

Comparing Embeddings {#Sec10}
--------------------

In this section we will be comparing the performance of the three word embedding algorithms used in the previous experiment. However, for this experiment the hyper parameters and the corpora trained will be fixed for the purpose of direct comparison. All embeddings have been generated by ourselves using the three word embedding algorithms word2vec (skip-gram), GloVe, and fastText.

The AUC metric we have previously shown can be viewed as a measure of the learnability of an embedded concept. This compares the true positive rate (also known as the recall) and the false positive rate and shows the performance at each threshold that is possible within the classifier on for a given word lists test set.

This AUC could be seen as the performance of that binary classifier, and also as a measure of the quality of each embedding and a measure of the quality of each word list. The better the performance of an embedding, the higher perceived quality of that embedding. The better a list performs on all embeddings, the higher the quality of that list.

To accurately compare the performance of the embedding algorithms, we perform the same test as shown in Sect. [4.1](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}. However we ensure that a number of parameters are kept the same for each embedding, to maintain fairness. For this test, we will ensure that the corpus used to train will be identical between all embeddings. The corpus ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {C}$$\end{document}$) used for all three embedding algorithms will be a dump from the English Wikipedia taken from the first of July, 2019 \[[@CR20]\]. The embedding dimension *d* will be set to 300. A word must appear a minimum of five times to be embedded, and the context window of all words is five.

In Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} we show the AUC performance of all three embedding algorithms used in the paper. The fastText embedding algorithm is shown to have the highest performing embedding for 8 of the 10 lists that have been tested. Glove performs best on two lists, and generally performs better than word2vec overall. These performances are consistent with previous comparisons of these word embeddings \[[@CR9], [@CR13]\]. The word list $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {L_{relative}}$$\end{document}$ is shown to have the best overall performance across all three non-random embeddings, demonstrating the quality of that list.Table 5.AUC performance of word lists for each embedding algorithm used in these experiments, along with the average AUC for an embedding across all lists. Bold denotes the embedding algorithm that performs best for a given word list. Italic denotes the best performing list for each embedding algorithm.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We tested the statistical significance of the performance differences observed between GloVe and fastText. To this purpose we performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, using the median of the AUCs from each embedding as the test statistic \[[@CR21]\]. We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test as the fastText mean AUCs shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} do not represent a normal distribution.

We propose a null hypothesis that the median difference of fastText and GloVe AUCs (as shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}) are 0. We use a sample size of 10 as the difference of no pairs are equal to zero. We set our alpha to 0.01 for a one sided (right) tail test, where the test statistic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W_{test}$$\end{document}$ to be 3, which leads us to reject the null hypothesis and show that fastText outperforming GloVe is statistically significant, for the word lists that we are testing. This gives us a p-value of 0.0088.

Conclusion {#Sec11}
==========

In this paper, we have shown that word embeddings are able to capture the meaning of human defined word lists. We have shown the ability of embedding algorithms in learning concepts from word lists. In particular we have shown this quality in word2vec, GloVe and fastText. We have shown that learning embeddings from real data can represent real world concepts defined extensionally, utilising word lists provided by LIWC.

We have also shown the relative performance of GloVe, fastText, and word2vec when using LIWC word lists to form concepts using similar corpora that derive most of their corpora from Wikipedia. fastText performs better in the majority of situations for all word lists we have tested from LIWC, while GloVe outperforms word2vec generally. However as all algorithms use slightly different corpora, this result may change depending on the corpora used.

This measure of performance of word embeddings can be used in the future as a measure of "quality" of word embeddings. While there are other methods that look at the performance of word embeddings by evaluating their performance in a specific task \[[@CR15]\], our method differs in that it looks at an embeddings general ability to understand human defined concepts. There has also been criticism of evaluating word embeddings using only word similarity tasks \[[@CR5]\]. This method can also be used in another way as a measure of the quality of word lists and their ability to accurately describe a concept, providing an assumption or proof that an embedding is performing suitably to the users needs.

Future work with this method would involve extensive testing of the method using with varying differing hyper parameters to see the optimal performance of these embedding algorithms. An example of this is the impact of embedding dimension on performance. Another experiment could be looking at the performance of this test on deep contextualized embeddings such as ELMo \[[@CR14]\] and BERT \[[@CR4]\]. These embeddings have been shown to have better performance on many tasks that employ word embeddings. While these embeddings are optimized for their specific end tasks, they train embeddings before that tuning process takes place. There is potential to compare these embeddings by testing the extracted embedding with a linear classifier, or fine tuning their full model to our task. However a key benefit for sentence embeddings is the context of words around them, which our task will not benefit from.

Further work could be focused on the performance of different word lists and concepts within word embeddings. The benefit of this could be to validate word lists that are not as carefully curated as LIWC word lists. These word lists may come from different fields, as LIWC is focused on clinical psychology other word lists may perform differently. Different source corpora may also change the performance of these word lists due to the meaning of some words changing from domain to domain.
